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The journey begins



From: Roberto

VP, Product

I want to investigate how we can improve 

in this article? 

PMF. Can we use the approach 







“Better understand 
the people who 
find value in the 
Assistant”

Who are the people who have 

become engaged with our 

product? (use it often, and 

would feel disappointed if we 

took it away?) What value 

have they gotten from the 

product? Can we learn from 

them to increase value for 

other people?
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The prescription

How disappointed would 
you be if you could no 
longer use the GA on 

your [surface]?
*plus some more survey 

questions something 
something

Logs analysis

Understanding user 
PMF segments via logs 

analysis

Existing analysis

Complement insights 
with prior analysis

Product Market 
Fit survey



The need

Product Market 
Fit survey

How disappointed would 
you be if you could no 
longer use the GA on 

your [surface]?

Panels | CRUST | GCS

Logs analysis

Understanding user 
PMF segments via logs 

analysis

In-depth interviews 
+ diary studies

Gain deeper user 
insights with in-depth 

interviews

Existing analysis

Complement insights 
with prior analysis

Panels + external recruit 



“Can you talk to at least 
100 people?”









1. Take 
calculated 
risks



Experimentation Products/Features Roadmap

One-time

On-going

h/t George & Molly!



Experimentation Products/Features Roadmap Organizational 
Perspective

One-time

On-going



Departure 







Look for the helpers

2. Look for the 
helpers









Plant little seeds and do experiments along the way

3. Plant seeds 
and conduct 
small 
experiments



Arrival



Our six insights, co-created 
by the cross-functional 
team, became the structure 
of our report’s narrative 



Four of the insights became 
pillars of 2020 product 
strategy



...great example of 
qualitative insights 
shaping a strategic 

narrative!
- Search SVP



From: Roberto

VP, Product

Given great work last year, please help

 With 2020 planning. Look forward 

more rich insights! 



From: Sean

BizOps Strat

Please repeat the clustering exercise

last year

One of most effective activities





4. Leverage 
your 
researcher 
superpowers



1. Take 
calculated 
risks

3. Plant seeds 
and conduct 
small 
experiments

2. Look for the 
helpers

4. Leverage 
your 
researcher 
superpowers



Thank You!


